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6

Abstract7

Image Processing is a technique to enhance raw images received from cameras/sensors placed8

on satellites, space probes and aircrafts or pictures taken in normal day-to-day life for various9

applications. Impulse noise reduction method is one of the critical techniques to reduce the10

noise in color images. In this paper the impulse noise reduction method for color images by11

using Fuzzy Logic is implemented. Generally Grayscale algorithm is used to filter the impulse12

noise in corrupted color images by separate the each color component or using a vector-based13

approach where each pixel is considered as a single vector. In this paper the concepts of Fuzzy14

logic has been used in order to distinguish between noise and image characters and filter only15

the corrupted pixels while preserving the color and the edge sharpness. Due to this a good16

noise reduction performance is achieved. The main difference between this method and other17

classical noise reduction methods is that the color information is taken into account to develop18

a better impulse noise detection a noise reduction that filters only the corrupted pixels while19

preserving the color and the edge sharpness. The Fuzzy based impulse noise reduction method20

is implemented on set of selected images and the obtained results are presented.21

22

Index terms— Image Processing, Impulse noise, Fuzzy logic.23

1 INTRODUCTION24

rocessing of images which are digital in nature by a digital computer is called as digital image processing. Image25
Processing is a technique to enhance raw images received from cameras/sensors placed on satellites, space probes26
and aircrafts or pictures taken in normal day-to-day life for various applications. Various techniques have been27
developed in Image Processing during the last four to five decades. Most of the techniques are developed for28
enhancing images obtained from unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and military reconnaissance flights. Image29
Processing systems are becoming popular due to easy availability of powerful personnel computers, large size30
memory devices, graphics software etc. Image Processing is used in various applications such as remote sensing,31
medical imaging, film industry, military, etc.32
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a) Color Models36

The purpose of a color model is to facilitate the specification of colors in some standard, generally accepted37
way. In essence, a color model is a specification of a co-ordinate system and a subspace within that system where38
each color is represented by a single point.39

2 b) Fuzzy Logic40

In this paper Fuzzy logic concept has been used in order to distinguish between noise and image characters and41
filter only the corrupted pixels while preserving the color and the edge sharpness. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic42
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4 METHOD A) IMPLEMENTING FILTER TO REMOVE NOISE

offer us powerful tools to represent and process human knowledge represented as fuzzy if-then rules. Fuzzy image43
processing has three main stages: 1) image fuzzification, 2) modification of membership values, and 3) image44
defuzzification. The fuzzification and defuzzification steps are due to the fact that we do not yet possess fuzzy45
hardware. Therefore, the coding of image data (fuzzification) and decoding of the results (defuzzification) are46
steps that make it possible to process images with fuzzy techniques. The main power of fuzzy image processing47
lies in the second step (modification of membership values).48

3 II.49

4 METHOD a) Implementing Filter to Remove Noise50

This method consists of two phases viz., the Detection phase and De-noising phase. The result of the detection51
method is used to calculate the noise-free color component differences of each pixel. These differences are used52
by the noise reduction method so that the color component differences are preserved. We use the red-green-blue53
(RGB) color space as basic color space. 1) to the neighbors in the same color band and 2) to the color components54
of the two other color bands. if F i denotes the input noisy image and O i the original noise-free image at pixel55
position , then we can express the random-value impulse noise as?? ?? ?????? = ? ?? ?? ?????? , ???????56
?????????????????????? 1 ? ?? ?? ?? ?????? , ??????? ?????????????????????? ??57

Where ? I col is an identically distributed, independent random process with an arbitrary underlying58
probability density function. We consider the most used distribution: namely the uniform distribution, the59
neighbors in the same color band and 2. Whether the value differences in each color band corresponds to the60
value differences in the other bands. Since we are using the RGB color-space, the color of the image pixel at61
position i is denoted as the vector F i which comprises its red (R), green (G), and blue (B) component, soF i =62
(F i R , F i G , F i B63

). Let us consider the use of a sliding filter window of size nxn, , with n = 2c+1 and c E N, which should64
be centered at the pixel under processing, denoted as F o . For a 3 x3 window, we will denote the neighboring65
pixels as F 1 to F 8 (i.e., from left to right and upper to lower corner). The color pixel under processing is always66
represented byF o = (F 0 R , F 0 G , F 0 B )67

The Detection phase consists of the following seven steps a) Calculation of absolute differential matrix First,68
we compute the absolute value differences between the central pixel F o and each color neighbor as follows:?F k69
R = | F o R -F k R |, ?F k G = | F o G -F k G | and ?F k B = | F o B -F k B |70

where k = 1,?,n 2 -1 and ?F k R , ?F k G and ?F k B denote the value difference with the color at position in71
the R, G, and B component, respectively.72

b) Compute the fuzzy set S1 (membership degrees) for these differences Now, we want to check if these73
differences can be considered as small. Since small is a linguistic term, it can be represented as a fuzzy set. Fuzzy74
sets, in turn, can be represented by a membership function. In order to compute the membership degree in the75
fuzzy set small we have to know the desired behavior, i.e., if the difference is relatively small then we want to have76
a large membership degree (the membership degree should decrease slowly), but after a certain point, we want to77
decrease the membership degree faster for each larger difference. Therefore, we have chosen the 1-Smembership78
function over other possible functions. This function is defined as follows:1 ? ??(??) ? ? ? ? ? 1, ???? ?? ? ??79
1 1 ? 2 ? ?? ? ?? 1 ?? 1 ? ?? 1 ? 2 , ???? ?? 1 < ?? ? ?? 1 + ?? 1 2 2 ? ?? ? ?? 1 ?? 1 ? ?? 1 ? 2 , ???? ?? 180
+ ?? 1 2 < ?? ? ?? 1 0, ???? ?? > ?? 181

where it has been experimentally found that ? 1 =10 and ? 1 =70 receive satisfying results in terms of noise82
detection. In this case, we denote 1-S by S 1 , so that S 1 (?F k R ), S 1 (?F k G ), S 1 (?F k B ) denote the83
membership degrees in the fuzzy set small 1 of the computed differences with respect to the color at position k .84
?? ?? = ? ?? 1 ?Î?”?? (?? ) ?? ? ?? ?? =185

where µ R denotes the degree of similarity between F 0 R and K the -nearest neighbors.d) From S1 calculate86
S1(RG, GB, BR) i.e differences among R, G, B components87

Besides the first step of the detection method, i.e., checking if the central pixel is similar to its local88
neighborhood or not, we investigate whether the color components are correlated which each other or not.89
In other words, we determine whether the local differences in the R component neighborhood corresponds to the90
differences in the G and B component. we compute the absolute value of the difference between the membership91
degrees in the fuzzy set small 1 for the red and the green and for the red and the blue components, i.e., | S 1 (?F92
k R )-S 1 (?F k G ) and | S 1 (?F k R )-S 1 (?F k B ) | where k = 1,?,n 2 -1 , respectively. e) Compute the fuzzy93
set S2 (membership degrees) for these differences Now, in order to see if the computed differences are small we94
compute their fuzzy membership degrees in the fuzzy set small 2 .The 1-S membership function is also used but95
now we used ? 2 =0.01 and ? 2 =0.15 and , which also have been determined experimentally. In this case we96
denote the membership function as S 2 f) Calculate the joint similarity µ RG µ RB µ BG we calculate?? ?? ????97
= ?? 2 ???? 1 ?Î?”?? ?? ?? ? ? ?? 1 ?Î?”?? ?? ?? ??? ?? ?? ???? = ?? 2 ???? 1 ?Î?”?? ?? ?? ? ? ?? 1 ?Î?”??98
?? ?? ???99

where the noise was added to each color component independently. The indexes i and col indicate the 2-D100
where µ RG k and µ RB k denote the degree in which the local difference (between the center pixel and the101
pixel at position ) in the red component is similar to the local difference in the green and blue components. The102
obtained degrees µ RG k and µ RB k are sorted again sorted in descending order, where µ RG (J) and µ RB (J)103
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denote the values ranked at the k th position. Consequently, the joint similarity with respect to k neighbors is104
computed as?? ???? = ? ?? (?? ) ???? ?? ?? =1 , ?? ???? = ? ?? (?? ) ???? ?? ?? =1105

where µ RG and µ GB denote the degree in which the local differences for the red component are similar to the106
local differences in the green and blue components, respectively. Notice that if A color component is considered107
as noise-free if 1) it is similar to some of its neighbor values (µ R ) and 2) the local differences with respect to108
some of its neighbors are similar to the local differences in some of the other color components (µ RG and µ GB109
).F o R is110

In fuzzy logic, triangular norms and co-norms are used to represent conjunctions and disjunctions respectively.111
Since we use the product triangular norm to represent the fuzzy AND (conjunction) operator and the probabilistic112
sum co-norm to represent the fuzzy OR (disjunction) operator the noise-free degree of F o R which we denote as113
NF F R 0 is computed as follows???? ?? 0 ?? = ?? ?? ?? ???? ?? ?? + ?? ?? ?? ???? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?? ????114
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ???? ?? ??115

Analogously to the calculation of noise-free degree for the red component described above, we obtain the116
noise-free degrees of117

5 Algorithm for Impulse Noise Generator118

Step1: Read the pixels from image ,we take some temporary variable initialize to zero.119

6 Step2: For Red120

Step 2.1: check the condition if temporary variable equal to zero assign color code 0x00ff0000.121
Step 2.2: check the condition if temporary variable equal to one assign color code 0xff00ffff.122
Step 2.123

7 RESULTS ANALYSIS124

Different images as inputs are taken and apply this algorithm on these images and obtained the PSNR values125
.All these values are tabulated in table:1. Table ?? : PSNR Valued of lena image corrupted with ( RIN & FIN126
both ranging from 1 to 10)127

8 CONCLUSION128

In this paper, a new fuzzy filter for impulse noise reduction in color images is presented. The main difference129
between the proposed method (denoted as INR) and other classical noise reduction method is that IV.130

the color information is taken into account in a more appropriate way .This method also illustrates that color131
images should be treated differently than grayscale images in order to increase the visual performance.132
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